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Confident & Wrong?

One of the most challenging differences between Red World and Green World (Reference
1) centres around being wrong. Being wrong in Red World is rarely good news. It means
we failed to do what we promised to do, that we missed our KPIs, that we’ve not followed
the plan, and therefore, have let the rest of the team down. Being wrong in Red World is
one of the best ways to ensure we don’t get promoted. In Green World, on the other hand,
we’re far more likely to be wrong than right, no matter how smart we might be. Even if we
take out the trial-and-error and adopt Systematic (Innovation) techniques and strategies.
Being wrong in Green World is rarely career limiting because it gets re-framed as
‘learning’. If a person doesn’t get used to the idea of being wrong – a lot – they’re probably
not going to be happy in Green World. At least not for more than a couple of days.
Being wrong in Green World only starts to become a problem when we have to report
back to Red World. The challenge is exacerbated when we find ourselves acting as an
external consultant to a fee-paying Red World master. The core of the problem here is that
when Red World bites the bullet and pays to bring in consultants, the very least of their
expectations is that these (expensive) outsiders know what they’re doing.
I started my career at Rolls-Royce. Looking back, I don’t think the Company had the most
arrogant culture in the world. But it was pretty close. The arrival of external people was
usually the signal to start a game of ‘kill the consultant’. All you needed was a first sign of
weakness, and it was pretty much game over. Whatever credibility the poor consultant
might think he/she had had gone, and most likely wasn’t coming back. Rolls-Royce is an
extreme example, and not much of me is proud of the behaviour I often saw, but
nevertheless, I would say that every consultant quickly learns that lack of fear and bucketloads of confidence are requisites for the job, whoever the client.
It is perhaps no wonder that the large majority of consulting work involves Red consultants
delivering Red World solutions to Red World client sponsors. It’s far easier to be confident
when you know you speak the same language, and follow the same rules. It’s also the
case, I think, that what the world needs right now are consultants that can operate credibly
in Green World. The fact that the Big Five consultancy companies have been on a binge
to try and buy boutique ‘design’ agencies for the last five years is testament to the fact
they’ve understood the gaping hole in their armoury. Sadly, most of their purchases have
been to the detriment of themselves, their clients and the Green-World-adjacent agency
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staff. By not understanding how Green World works, they’ve managed to destroy a lot of
value and unwittingly created a depressing lose-lose-lose set of outcomes.
At the heart of the matter here is the conflict between the confidence imperative and the
fact that, when doing Green World work, a consultant is going to spend more time being
wrong than right. How is it possible to be both confident and wrong… and still expect to
keep Red World sponsors on board?
Here’s what the conflict looks like when mapped into the middle column of a Bubble Map:
BECAUSE
learning is
essential and only
happens when
we’re wrong

breakthrough
outcomes

AND

high confidence
inspires higher
client belief

A

AND

-A

REQUIRES

One of the (deliberate) difficulties associated with Bubble Maps is working out how to
populate each of the bubbles. The left-hand bubble is usually one of the easier ones –
requiring us only to think about the ideal outcomes we’re looking to achieve. Here, in the
situation where we’re thinking about a Green World consultant looking to deliver
meaningful Green World outputs for a Red World client, the ideal is going to look
something like delivering actionable, breakthrough solution ideas.
Usually more problematic, having started with the central conflict, is working out what the
A/-A physical contradiction on the right-hand end of the map is all about. What is A when
learning requires A and confidence requires -A? Taking the lead from my Rolls-Royce
days, does it have something to do with arrogance? Or its opposite? After some
incubation time, we decided a useful (non-exclusive) answer looks something like this:
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we’re wrong

breakthrough
outcomes

AND

high confidence
inspires higher
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more
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less
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The main idea behind taking the time to complete the Bubble Map is that it now offers us
both additional insight above and beyond the initial conflict definition, and also a range of
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different strategies to improve or solve the problem (Reference 2). Recognising the need
for both lots of humility and little or no humility forces us to recognise the presence of a
Goldilocks Curve…
Likelihood
Of Breakthrough

Humility
Goldilocks
Humility

…which in turn makes the consultant aware of the need to try and establish the ‘right’ level
of humility to adopt when he or she is engaging with the client. Not an easy one to answer,
especially since the ‘just right’ Goldilocks level is highly likely to be dynamic – it will
depend on (for example) the culture of the client organisation, the values of the client, the
level of familiarity between client and consultant, the subject matter and focus of the
engagement, and even – if we wish to get sophisticated – the moment-by-moment stage
of the meeting. In short, the consultant’s job is to gauge the mood of the room. To be the
empath.
So much for managing the contradiction, what about trying to solve it? Here we might take
advantage of the Contradiction Matrix in order to see how others in similar situations had
successfully challenged the ‘confident (positive intangibles) and wrong (Design Risk)’
conflict:

Let’s explore some of the possible directions suggested by the recommended Inventive
Principles:
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Principle 10, Preliminary Action – prepare for the meeting by profiling client organisation
culture, ICMM Level, Red/Green ratio, and psychometric traits of participants; do as much
of the ‘getting it wrong’ learning under the radar before meeting with the client (see
‘Promise Point’ management – Reference 3); include ‘learning iterations’ activity in the
programme Gantt chart so that the client team know this activity is part of the process;
have an independent third party talk to the client about how the process worked for them;
educate client on the importance of iteration in complex environments (‘you don’t build a
billion dollar brand in one iteration’); construct stories describing how complex
programmes have worked in other places; if the meeting is going to conduct ‘live’ solution
generation elements, ensure we have a range of ‘back-pocket’ solution ideas generated
prior to the session; educate the client about Red/Green World, complex systems and the
importance of ‘being wrong’ as a fundamental part of the process.
Principle 31, Holes (‘Pauses’) – conduct learning iterations in separate sessions to the
ones attended by client Red World people; time-outs when we can see impending
problems, using the time-out to iterate solution ideas; intersperse stories of ‘failures’ in
other well-known projects that turned out to be instrumental in delivering eventual success
Principle 7, Nested Doll – inject ‘contradiction-solving’ meme into conversation and let
client know that our programme will turbocharge the usual iterative processes with a
progress-guaranteeing mechanism; insert Green World team members into Red World
client teams and vice versa; nest higher risk elements of a programme into tiger-team or
work with external experts
Principle 13, The Other Way Around – self-deprecation (typical British strategy – won’t
work in all cultures, works best if client can be primed by third party that we’re smart);
engineer an early deliberate(ish) failure into the programme and use it to demonstrate the
ability to not only swiftly recover but also demonstrate a one-plus-one-greater-then two
synergy benefit emerging from the ‘mistake’; reverse risk profile so that ‘gentler’ risks
delivering ‘sense of progress’ are tackled first
Principle 2, Taking Out – adopt Red/Green split within consultant team such that Red
members serve as a proxy for client and provide feedback to Green learning team; move
meetings away from the usual Red World meeting room/environment (maybe into a Green
World environment with an established success track record); separate Red World
elements of meetings from Green World (possibly making the Green World aspects
optional – allowing client team members to ‘dip a toe’ in the water)
Principle 40, Composite – ‘when in Rome…’ ensure the consultant team understands
the importance of adopting Red World attitudes when attending Red World Meetings
(Reference 4); use Six Thinking Hats or equivalent during meeting to (gently) allow client
to experience different mindsets and (Green Hat) permission to be wrong; multi-skilled
teams; match the team to the programme risks; multi-humility-level team members attuned
to knowing when to step into or out of the discourse
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The Creativity Faucet(s)

One of the most valuable life skills of the 21st Century is the ability to generate novel
ideas. Helping people to achieve this goal continues to be one of the most popular
business book themes of the age. Few if any have anything new to add to the subject. If
we’re lucky, someone derives an intriguing new metaphor that enables others to think
about idea generation from a fresh perspective.
Last year, I accidentally found myself watching a documentary on songwriter Ed Sheeran.
In it, he described his songwriting process. It struck me as identical to the process that I’d
heard author Neil Gaiman detail in his Masterclass.
Here's the thing.
Ed Sheeran and Neil Gaiman are in the top 0.000001% of their fields. They're among, say,
25 people in the world who repeatedly generate blockbusters.
If two world-class creators share the exact same creative process, I get curious.
In line with blogger, Julian Shapiro, I’ve come to think of that process – or maybe the
metaphor that best describes it – the Creativity Faucet. It works something like this:
Visualise your creativity as a backed-up pipe of water. If you’ve not allowed yourself to
work on a problem demanding a creative approach for some time, the first mile is packed
with wastewater. This wastewater must be emptied before the clear water arrives.
Because your pipe has only one faucet, there's no shortcut to achieving clarity other than
first emptying the wastewater.
Let's apply this to creativity: At the beginning of a problem solving session, write out every
bad idea that unavoidably comes to mind. Instead of being self-critical and resisting them,
recognise bad ideas as progress.
Once the bad ideas are emptied, strong ideas begin to arrive.
Here's Julian Shapiro’s guess as to why: Once you've generated enough bad output, your
mind reflexively identifies which elements caused the badness. Then it becomes good at
avoiding them. You start pattern-matching interesting and novel ideas with greater
intuition.
Most creators resist their bad ideas and never reach the clear water. If you're sitting in
front of a blank piece of paper, scribbled a few thoughts, then walked away because you
weren't struck with gold, then you too never got past it.
Neil and Ed know they're not superhuman. In every creative session, they simply have the
discipline to allot time for emptying the wastewater.
They're not worrying whether clear water will arrive. It always does:
•
•
•

The creative work of any kind of novice starts as a weak imitation.
You identify what makes the imitation weak.
You iterate the imitation until it's original.
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The key step in that sequence being the one where we look for the weaknesses in our
imitations. In TRIZ terms, this is about looking for contradictions.
To extend the wastewater-in-a-mile-long-pipe metaphor, adding TRIZ into pipe is like
adding a flocculant. Something that’s going to make all of the waste clump together and
allow you to get to the clean water far more quickly.
But then TRIZ does something else as well. TRIZ tells us that there are millions of ways of
solving problems badly but only a few ways of solving them well. Forty to be precise.
One of the things I’ve noticed over the years when novices are asked to make use of one
or more of the Inventive Principles for the first time, the mile of wastewater metaphor
breaks down a little bit. What actually happens, we think, is that the flow of ideas looks
something like this:

The initial ideas that emerge (1) are typically ‘obvious’ and of moderately high quality.
Most likely not good enough to consider using them (unless we’re especially pushed for
time and a ‘satisfactory’ answer might be sufficient), but nevertheless encouraging enough
to convince us to keep going. Next up, if we do keep going comes a flow of something that
looks and feels much more like wastewater – ideas that are both obvious and of low
quality. This is the point at which we’re most likely to give up. Things aren’t going to get
too much better if we are able to convince ourselves to keep trying to make connections
with the Inventive Principle: stage 3 is a stage where, even though we’ve now exhausted
our stock of obvious ideas and are now ‘out of the box’, the likely quality of the ideas being
generated is often depressingly low. Here’s another easy-to-give-up point in the ideafaucet flow. Get beyond this stage, however, and that’s when we’re very likely to get into
the top right-hand quadrant of the matrix (4) – ideas that are both non-obvious and high
quality. The metaphorical water is now pure.
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The key to getting to the sorts of heights achieved by Sheeran and Gaiman, in a more
systematic manner, is to stand on the shoulder of giants (people that used the 40
Principles before you) and keep running the idea faucet until the water starts to run clear.
That plus a couple of other extensions to the faucet/wastewater metaphor:
1) The more often we use the Principles, the less time there is to build up a ‘mile’ of
wastewater. Use the faucet every day and we are highly likely to get to the magic
stuff much sooner.
2) The 40 Inventive Principles in effect provide problem solvers with not just one pipe
and one faucet, but a whole series of different faucets. Every time we turn the
Principle 1 tap on, we go through the same 1-4 stages as shown in the above
matrix. The more frequently we turn that faucet on, the less build up of wastewater
there will have been, so the faster we reach the good stuff. Ditto for the Principle 2
faucet. And then faucets 3 through 40. Not necessarily in that order.
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40 Inventive (Trip Advisor) Reviews

The smart money learned some time ago that if you’re thinking of staying at a hotel you’ve
never visited before, or are visiting a part of the world you’ve not visited before, the
absolute first thing you need to remember is not to look at Trip Advisor (other feedback
engines are available). Amazing to see how quickly a website evolves if the hosts don’t
understand human nature. At first, reviews tended to be written by people that spent a lot
of time staying in hotels and hence had some kind of mental datum regarding the quality
of their experience. This marked the ‘sort of trustworthy’ evolution phase. Then the
masses – including people that perhaps stay in a hotel once a year – started chipping in.
Alas, they didn’t possess any kind of context to know the meaning of ‘good’. This, coupled
with the relatively large amount of free time this type of person possessed, rapidly saw the
second stage of review evolution: a quagmire of nonsense. More recently still, recognising
the pointlessness of the whole review system, a new breed of reviewers has now created
a third wave of reviewing. I call this wave the ‘entertaining dysfunction’ s-curve. The new
reviewer’s logic seems to go something like this: the signal-to-noise ratio has now
plummeted to effectively zero, and so, in order to stand out from the noise, it is necessary
to write something that is at least ‘funny’. Or, if that’s too big a stretch, something that
exaggerates the advertising spin produced by the hotels (they’re caught up in the vicious
cycle of dysfunction too) while ideally also incorporating some kind of insightful ‘truth’. This
is the wave, in other words, of reviews incorporating one or more of the 40 Inventive
Principles. Something like these examples…
Principle 1, Segmentation

Principle 3, Local Quality

Principle 2, Taking Out

(National War Museum)

Principle 4, Asymmetry
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Principle 5, Merging

Principle 8, (No) Anti-Weight

Principle 9, Preliminary CounterAction

Principle 6, Universality

(Neist Point)

Preliminary Action

Principle 7, Nested Doll

(paving paradise?)

Principle 11, Beforehand Cushioning

(Sheffield jail cell … went viral)
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Principle 12, Equipotentiality

Principle 15, Dynamisation

Principle 16, Slightly Less, Slightly More

Principle 13, The Other Way Around
Principle 17, Another Dimension

(The Book Of Kells – un-education)

Principle 14, Spheroidality

(Scott Monument)
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Principle 18, Vibration

Principle 19, Periodic Action

Principle 22, Blessing In Disguise

Principle 23, Feedback

(Old Faithful, Yellowstone Park)

Principle 20, Continuity Of Useful Action
Principle 24, Intermediary

Golden Gate Bridge & fog
"Too long, I didn't even bother" reads "Ok, I built a
just wall... SO? Why should I be impressed. Back
in my days the walls where more beautiful and
they didn't have to be so tall. Come one!? I didn't
feel good with my leg that day, and my wife really
wanted to visit all the Chinese Wall and I said
"Ok, let's do it!", but I soon understood that it was
definetely too long for me and I got tired. I failed in
front of my wife because of this wall, so I'm not
gonna be back there."

Principle 21, Hurrying
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Principle 25, Self-Service

Principle 26, Copying

Principle 27, Cheap Disposable

Principle 29, Pneumatics & Hydraulics

Principle 28, Mechanics Substitution

Principle 30, Flexible Shells & Thin Films

(“Wow, a fence.”)

Principle 31, Porous Materials (‘Holes’)

(Bude Tunnel… look it up!)
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Principle 32, Colour Change

Principle 36, Phase Transition

Principle 33, Homogeneity

Principle 34, Discard & Recover

Principle 37, Relative Change

Principle 35, Parameter Changes

Principle 38, Enriched Atmosphere
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Principle 39, Calmed Atmosphere

Principle 40, Composite

(Holyrood Palace)
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Patent of the Month – Wound-Care

We revisit the word ‘surprisingly’ in our Patent of the month this month. As in, ‘The
inventors have surprisingly found that wound care products comprising sodium diacetate
(NaHAc.sub.2) are effective at killing biofilm forming microbes’. Those words coming from
a trio of inventors at a pair of hospitals in Copenhagen. US11,376,230 was awarded to the
team – after a near 10-year chase through the patent system – on July 5. Here’s what the
invention disclosure has to say about the problem addressed by the invention:
Microbes, in particular bacteria, are known to cause various types of infections in both humans
and animals. Antibiotics can be used to either kill or inhibit the growth of unwanted microbes and it
is usually the choice of treatment for infections. However, the world wide increase in antibiotic
resistant microbes has limited the effect of traditional treatments making it very difficult to treat
infections that were once treatable. A particular problem is infections were the bacteria are
capable of forming a so called bacterial biofilm as such infections typically tolerate the highest
deliverable doses of antibiotics. Such infections develop commonly in wounds, which as a result,
can develop into chronic wounds. Due to this antibiotic resistance and tolerance it is important to
devise new treatment scenarios which efficiently enable eradication of unwanted microbes.
Furthermore, in relation to infections in humans or animals it is imperative that the treatment is
non-toxic to the hosts and physiologically acceptable. It has been disclosed [by the current
inventors in a previous invention] that aqueous compositions comprising acetic acid are capable of
inhibiting the growth and even eradicating certain bacteria having formed microbial biofilm. For
example WO 2009/155931 describes buffered acetic acid compositions and there use in the
treatment of bacterial biofilm infections, while Martineau L and Dosch H M (2007), Journal of
Applied Microbiology, 103, 297-304 describes biofilm reduction by a burn gel comprising acetic
acids and citric acid. Acetic acid is a liquid at ambient pressure and temperature, and therefore
any compositions comprising acetic acid are liquid or wet compositions. Therefore wound care
products comprising acetic acid are by definition wet and this has implications in relation to
handling, packaging, and odour. Acetic acid also has reduced efficacy against biofilm outside a
relatively narrow pH interval, and must be used in relatively high concentrations.
Hence, improved or alternative wound care products comprising an effective antibacterial
composition would be advantageous, and in particular wound care products comprising a
composition of an a antimicrobial compounds with high efficacy at low concentrations and within a
broader range of pH values would be advantageous.
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So here we have perhaps one of the most worrying holy-grail problems in the global
healthcare sector of recent years: antibiotic resistance. Or, expressed in conflict terms, the
desire to repair wounds being impeded by antibiotic resistance. With an added nod to the
fact that the offending bacteria have a tendency to form difficult-to-deal-with microbial
films. Here’s how we might map the conflict onto the Contradiction Matrix:

And here’s the ‘surprising’ Principle 35 Parameter Change that presents a – fingerscrossed – solution to the problem as described in the main Claim for the patent:
A wound care product configured to treat wound infections comprising microbial biofilm, the wound
care product consisting of an amount of sodium diacetate in dry form, the amount effective for
treating a microbial biofilm infection within a wound area, and a carrier device including the amount
of sodium diacetate embedded within a portion thereof and configured to place the amount of
sodium diacetate into direct contact with the wound, wherein the sodium diacetate is the only
active ingredient provided in the wound care product.

Hello, sodium diacetate. Coming soon to a band-aid near you. Or maybe not… don’t want
to start another evolutionary arms race sooner than necessary. Which is a whole other
contradiction. Meanwhile, check out https://soft-ox.com/our-solutions/ where you’ll find
sodium diacetate described as ‘reinforcing nature’s own ability to safely eradicate
unwanted microbes’… we like the idea of self-eradiction.
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Best of the Month – Suspicious Minds

I’m rapidly coming to the conclusion that the impending peak of the current Crisis Period in
history is going to be dominated by some of the problems merging from mankind’s use of
Social Media. How an apparently benign (naïve?) belief on the part of people like Mark
Zuckerberg to optimise their social media platforms to maximise ‘share of mind’ of the user
community first leads to echo chambers in which groups of people lose sight of the crucial
other side of whatever their beliefs are (no contradiction can be solved if half of it becomes
invisible), which then leads to an ever-steepening slippery slope towards attacking easier,
more vulnerable targets, which ultimately then leads to a mental illness epidemic the world
has no way to deal with. Something like this:
(more)
injustices
identified

seek easier
(punch-down)
targets

frustration

desire
for action

protest to
higher powers

No vicious circle lasts forever, of course, that’s one of the fundamental truths of any scurve, whether related to number of social media users or the level of mental illness those
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users come to suffer, but it can last long enough in this case to cause the breakdown of
the world order as we know it. A different life rule tells us that the resulting chaos can’t last
forever either, and that something new – a new s-curve – will emerge. Sooner rather than
later. Or maybe this is all me fooling myself? It’s possible to see what is happening, in
other words, and connect the dots in ways that make the whole substantially less than the
sum of the parts. In order to understand how many dots there are and how to connect
them it is necessary to go beyond the ‘what’ and to understand the ‘why’. This is merely
another way of saying that if we’re going to make meaningful progress in any domain, we
need to understand what’s happening at a first principle level.
With that in mind, in true, ‘someone, somewhere must have solved your problem’ fashion,
the search was on for the someone that might have done some important ‘why’ thinking in
the world of human bias. And more specifically, taking on board the thought that more
often than not, the most likely ‘someone’ will be the person that studied an extreme
version of your problem. Which in this case turns out to be the study of conspiracy
theories and why so many of us seem prone to believe them. Which in turn leads us to the
2015 book, Suspicious Minds, by PhD psychologist and member of the Anomalistic
Psychology Research Unit at Goldsmiths, University of London, Rob Brotherton.
Combining historical anecdote and psychology research, Brotherton endeavours to
explain why (and then a new ‘how’) the human mind concocts conspiracy theories and the
effects of these theories on society.
The author is a clear and sober writer, and he describes a host of far-fetched plots in
sociological context. He summarises the origins of the Illuminati, The Protocols of the
Wise Elders of Zion, the so-called “Umbrella Man,” and the Bilderberg Group,
demonstrating how each phenomenon triggered rumour-mongering and even mass panic.
Brotherton also includes current examples, connecting the “anti-vaxxer” movement and
disappearance of Flight 370 to earlier instances of vaccination fears and missing aircraft.
Setting aside complex neurology, the author cites simple studies and real-world examples,
breezily explaining how the brain takes confusing information and “connects the dots.” He
argues that conspiracy theories are the brain’s natural attempt to create order in uncertain
times. Some of these conspiracies are harmless or amusing, such as Elvis Presley faking
his own death. Others are far more serious and have led to libel, hysteria, and death. By
fringe standards, Brotherton is conservative in his assessments of popular theories: he
doesn’t seem to believe that the moon landings were faked, that vaccines cause autism,
or that shape-shifting lizards control the world. However, the author shows empathy for
people who want to believe: “Given what we know about the FBI spying on anyone they
think is subversive; military plans to assassinate foreign leaders and innocent civilians;
and recent revelations about the National Security Agency’s unprecedented snooping
abilities, we can all perhaps be forgiven a little prudent paranoia.” The world of conspiracy
theory is a minefield of manic personalities, but Brotherton uses a measured scientific tone
to explain our more creative anxieties. His writing style is inviting and even cheeky, and
the book is a page-turner.
All in all then, a thoughtful, general analysis of conspiracy theories arguing that belief in
secret plots is neither new nor unusual but a time-tested part of the (ABC-M) human
experience. One that, I have to say, makes an equally potent playbook for actors with
either good or bad intentions. It can help us crawl our collective way off the slippery slope
we’re all on, or it can be used to reduce the friction coefficient further. Which might just be
an even more important contradiction.
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Wow In Music – Woman In Chains

July is a big month for me. I get to see Tears For Fears for the first time. And then a
second. I say this knowing that in some quarters the band are often seen as something of
a guilty pleasure. A very unfair epithet I think. Especially in light of the number of classic
songs they’ve created over the years. In the end, the Wow award goes to Woman In
Chains. A song released on November 6, 1989, a couple of months after their Sowing The
Seeds Of Love album. The timing makes it one of the last hits of the 80s. But in some
sense it was really the last hit of the decade, because the 80s did not finish on Dec 31,
1989, but some weeks earlier. In fact, from a music and content perspective, the 80s
ended with the fall of the Berlin Wall, which happened on November 9, 1989.
The song talks about a woman trapped in her relationship with a possessive and
aggressive man. Principle songwriter, Roland Orzabal, wanted to cover this sensitive topic
after studying matriarchal cultures and civilisations, which all happen to have almost nonexisting levels of animosity. The lyrics, according to Orzabal are also symbolic of his own
mother and her often toxic relationship with his father.
The song is wonderful and really evocative, thanks – perhaps most obviously – to the
appearance of Oleta Adams’ unique voice in the second verse (1min24), after Orzabal had
sung the first (Principle 37). In subsequent interviews, Orzabal has said of the song, “that
was really when the album kicked off, it was really getting Oleta involved. It's almost like
every album needs a key person and one to unlock it”.
As always, the destiny of the 80s cast his dice: during Summer 1985 Tears for Fears were
on tour in the United States for Songs from the big chair. They played in Kansas City on
Jun 29, and before leaving for the next gig they enjoyed listening to some good live music
in a bar. Oleta Adams was on stage that night, completely unknown to Roland and
partner, Curt Smith. Oleta’s voice went straight to Roland’s brain, as he mentioned in a
documentary. Roland was so shocked by that voice that he believed he had found the
perfect voice and the perfect singer, and this left him with some negative feeling: at the
end of the tour he had to visit an analyst, because after hearing Oleta’s voice he felt
completely out of role as a singer and a pop star: her voice was far more powerful and
evocative than any electronic trick or autotune.
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Maybe his analyst was also a talented agent, because he suggested Roland to look for
Oleta, contact her, and verify if she would be interested in collaborating with Tears for
Fears. Roland followed his advice and got in touch with Oleta. She turned out to be a fan
of Tears For Fears, and she couldn’t believe when she got the proposal to join them in
England and work on their next album. (If you’re looking for more Oleta Adams related
wow’ery, her Orzabal-produced debut, ‘Circle Of One’ is crammed full of her magic voice.)
Actually Roland revealed later how the song was also a way to remember his mother, and
also to focus on men’s too often relegated (Principle 12) feminine component. The last
verse, “Free her”, is just for this.
Tears for Fears really wanted the best (Principle 38) collaborators for this song: not only
Oleta Adams, but also the vocalists Tessa Niles (who sang with all greatest artists in the
80s, including Duran Duran in the albums Notorious and Big Thing, Wham!, Eurythmics,
Police, and at Live Aid she sang Heroes with David Bowie) and Carol Kenyon, vocalist for
Heaven 17 in Temptation, for Paul Hardcastle and many others.
They also featured Luis Jardim, one of the great percussionists of the 80s, then husband
to Linda Allen Jardim, the vocalist of Buggles’ Video killed the radio star, Pino Palladino.
Palladino remains the go-to bass player for any artist wanting to up the ‘feel’ elements of
their music. He is the master of playing just far enough behind the beat (Principle 16) to
ensure that no matter how slow the beat, when you’re listening, it is almost impossible to
stand still. (Again, if you want to broaden your Palladino behind-the-beat wizardry, you
need look no further than his work on D-Angelo’s second album, Voodoo. In places he’s
so far behind the beat it is simultaneously unbelievably disruptive and funky as hell.)
And finally, if the other guests weren’t enough of a wow-feast, the final part of the song
features the master drummer of the 80s, Phil Collins. Collins subsequently declared that
the drum fills Orzabal asked him to create were the most challenging parts he’d had to
play throughout his whole career. For some reason, we haven’t featured Collins’ all time
classic drum-fill from his debut, In The Air Tonight (we really should!). It was that fill that
provoked Orzabal to approach Collins to see if he could go one step further on Woman In
Chains. Not quite is probably the right answer, although that might have something to do
with the fact that rather than one fill, Collins has three cracks at the job, each (Principle 3)
building in intensity from the previous one (3mins30 (helped along with Orzabal’s feedback
guitar solo (Principle 5)), 4mins40 and 5mins30 in case you’re interested). Listen to those
two minutes as a whole, and there may be a good case for saying Woman In Chains
edges it over In The Air Tonight.
In summary, a fantastic song, which entered the hall of fame of the 80s, of all the decades
since, and, if I’m in luck, on 4 July when I see the band in a small venue (well, 2000
seater, Shepherds Bush Empire) for a warm-up prior to their festival tour, at which I’ll see
them again at Powderham Castle in Exeter with 20,000 other people on the 26th.
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Investments – Drug-Free Pain Relief

As the opioid epidemic rages on, healthcare providers and scientists are still searching for
a less addictive alternative to the drugs for pain relief.
A group of researchers from Northwestern University may be close to cracking the code. A
study published this month in the journal Science describes a new device they’ve
developed that is implanted near the nerves to cool them down, blocking pain signals from
reaching the brain. The paper describes the device's design and demonstrates its efficacy
in an animal model.
The researchers said the new device also represents a more targeted treatment than
existing methods built on electrical stimulation or cryotherapy, which may cause additional
pain or muscle contractions before easing them.
The biocompatible, water-soluble device works by softly wrapping around nerves to deliver
precise, targeted cooling, which numbs nerves and blocks pain signals to the brain. An
external pump enables the user to remotely activate the device and then increase or
decrease its intensity. After the device is no longer needed, it naturally absorbs into the
body – bypassing the need for surgical extraction.
The researchers believe the device has the potential to be most valuable for patients who
undergo routine surgeries or even amputations that commonly require post-operative
medications. Surgeons could implant the device during the procedure to help manage the
patient's post-operative pain.
"Although opioids are extremely effective, they also are extremely addictive," said
Northwestern's John A. Rogers, who led the device's development. "As engineers, we are
motivated by the idea of treating pain without drugs – in ways that can be turned on and
off instantly, with user control over the intensity of relief. The technology reported here
exploits mechanisms that have some similarities to those that cause your fingers to feel
numb when cold. Our implant allows that effect to be produced in a programmable way,
directly and locally to targeted nerves, even those deep within surrounding soft tissues."
Although the new device might sound like science fiction, it leverages a simple, common
concept that everyone knows: evaporation. Similar to how evaporating sweat cools the
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body, the device contains a liquid coolant that is induced to evaporate at the specific
location of a sensory nerve.
"As you cool down a nerve, the signals that travel through the nerve become slower and
slower – eventually stopping completely," said study co-author Dr. Matthew MacEwan of
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis. "We are specifically targeting
peripheral nerves, which connect your brain and your spinal cord to the rest of your body.
These are the nerves that communicate sensory stimuli, including pain. By delivering a
cooling effect to just one or two targeted nerves, we can effectively modulate pain signals
in one specific region of the body."
To induce the cooling effect, the device contains tiny microfluidic channels. One channel
contains the liquid coolant (perfluoropentane), which is already clinically approved as an
ultrasound contrast agent and for pressurized inhalers. A second channel contains dry
nitrogen, an inert gas. When the liquid and gas flow into a shared chamber, a reaction
occurs that causes the liquid to promptly evaporate. Simultaneously, a tiny integrated
sensor monitors the temperature of the nerve to ensure that it's not getting too cold, which
could cause tissue damage.
"Excessive cooling can damage the nerve and the fragile tissues around it," Rogers said.
"The duration and temperature of the cooling must therefore be controlled precisely. By
monitoring the temperature at the nerve, the flow rates can be adjusted automatically to
set a point that blocks pain in a reversible, safe manner. On-going work seeks to define
the full set of time and temperature thresholds below which the process remains fully
reversible."
While other cooling therapies and nerve blockers have been tested experimentally, all
have limitations that the new device overcomes. Previously researchers have explored
cryotherapies, for example, which are injected with a needle. Instead of targeting specific
nerves, these imprecise approaches cool large areas of tissue, potentially leading to
unwanted effects such as tissue damage and inflammation.
At its widest point, Northwestern's tiny device is just 5mm wide. One end is curled into a
cuff that softly wraps around a single nerve, bypassing the need for sutures. By precisely
targeting only the affected nerve, the device spares surrounding regions from unnecessary
cooling, which could lead to side effects.
"You don't want to inadvertently cool other nerves or the tissues that are unrelated to the
nerve transmitting the painful stimuli," MacEwan said. "We want to block the pain signals,
not the nerves that control motor function and enables you to use your hand, for example."
Previous researchers also have explored nerve blockers that use electrical stimulation to
silence painful stimuli. These, too, have limitations: "You can't shut down a nerve with
electrical stimulation without activating it first," MacEwan said. "That can cause additional
pain or muscle contractions and is not ideal, from a patient's perspective."
This new technology is the third example of bioresorbable electronic devices from the
Rogers lab, which introduced the concept of transient electronics in 2012, published in
Science. In 2018, Rogers, MacEwan and colleagues demonstrated the world's first
bioresorbable electronic device – a biodegradable implant that speeds nerve regeneration,
published in Nature Medicine. Then, in 2021, Rogers and colleagues introduced a
transient pacemaker, published in Nature Biotechnology.
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All components of the devices are biocompatible and naturally absorb into the body's
biofluids over the course of days or weeks, without needing surgical extraction. The
bioresorbable devices are completely harmless – similar to absorbable stitches.
At the thickness of a sheet of paper, the soft, elastic nerve cooling device is ideal for
treating highly sensitive nerves.
"If you think about soft tissues, fragile nerves and a body that's in constant motion, any
interfacing device must have the ability to flex, bend, twist and stretch easily and
naturally," Rogers said. "Furthermore, you would like the device to simply disappear after
it is no longer needed, to avoid delicate and risky procedures for surgical removal."
Delivering the required benefit without harm, and then disappearing when the job is done?
Sounds something like an IFR outcome from where I sit. All power to the team in getting
this solution all the way to commercial success.

Further Reading:
Jonathan T. Reeder, Zhaoqian Xie, Quansan Yang, Min-Ho Seo, Ying Yan, Yujun Deng,
Katherine R. Jinkins, Siddharth R. Krishnan, Claire Liu, Shannon McKay, Emily Patnaude,
Alexandra Johnson, Zichen Zhao, Moon Joo Kim, Yameng Xu, Ivy Huang, Raudel Avila,
Christopher Felicelli, Emily Ray, Xu Guo, Wilson Z. Ray, Yonggang Huang, Matthew R.
MacEwan, John A. Rogers. Soft, bioresorbable coolers for reversible conduction block of
peripheral nerves. Science, 2022; 377 (6601): 109 DOI: 10.1126/science.abl8532
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Generational Cycles – This Be The Verse

They fuck you up, your mum and dad.
They may not mean to, but they do.
They fill you with the faults they had
And add some extra, just for you.
But they were fucked up in their turn
By fools in old-style hats and coats,
Who half the time were soppy-stern
And half at one another’s throats.
Man hands on misery to man.
It deepens like a coastal shelf.
Get out as early as you can,
And don’t have any kids yourself.
This Be The Verse is perhaps the most famous – and best loved – poem by Philip Larkin
(1922-1985). In the UK it is almost certainly one of the most quoted opening lines of any
poem. Larkin was born at the tail-end of the previous Hero generation, but when the poem
was first published in 1971, it was immediately grabbed by the following Artist generation
as something that resonated with them. Artist generations, partly because of the Crisis
period into which they are born, but mainly because of the characteristics of their Hero
parents are the ones that seem to get the worst of the parent-child handover compared to
the other three generation archetypes.
Here's what Larkin’s life looks like mapped onto the GenerationDNA map, including the
1971 publication of the poem:

As far as the key lines, ‘They fill you with the faults they had, And add some extra, just for
you,’ are concerned, I thought it would be useful to think about what those ‘faults they had’
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and ‘extras’ looked like as far as the four archetypes are concerned. Here’s what I ended
up with:
Their Faults: Heroic Suffocators (that will deprive you of essential life skills)
Extras: A hubris that will let you know you’ll never be as good as them

HERO

Their Faults: Alienated Over-Protectors (that will fool
you into thinking you can be whatever you
want to be)
Extras: “let’s be friends (rather than parent/child)”
(kids can’t/won’t take instructions from
authority figures)

NOMAD

ARTIST

Their Faults: Sensitive Indulgers (that will deprive
you of the importance of ‘no’)
Extras: “I don’t know, if you want life advice,
you’re better working it out for yourself”

PROPHET

Their Faults: Narcissistic Abandoners (that will make you disrespectful of authority)
Extras: “why don’t you value learning like I did?” (‘want to learn/won’t learn’ conundrum)

Larkin’s parents (his father was born in 1884 and his mother in 1886) were both Nomads.
Which made them ‘Alienated Over-Protectors’ when they raised the future poet. The Artist
generation that first resonated with the poem, on the other hand, were handed a life of
thin-skinned (over-) sensitivity and highly likely an inferiority complex by their Heroic
Suffocator parents. Have a nice life. Get out as early as you can.
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Biology – Tortoise Beetle

In one of the greatest sketches from the show Upright Citizens Brigade, an enterprising
redneck sells a poo stick – that’d be poo on the end of a stick – for $125. It’s the “latest in
A1 protection,” and even comes with a few free replacement cartridges – that’d be extra
turds. A whole new meaning to the ‘shit happens’ expression.
Aside from being a bit overpriced, it’s hard to deny the effectiveness of a poo stick in
warding off attackers. Which is exactly what the larvae of the tortoise beetles have been
doing for millennia. Not content to just sit there and get eaten, using a highly elongated
and mobile anus, they build a tower of poo on a special structure on their backs. It’s
dextrous too: When threatened, the larvae can smack their foes with the so-called “fecal
shield.”
Insects can opt to dump a whole lot of eggs into the ecosystem and just hope they make it
on their own, but tortoise beetles are doting mothers, forming a system known as subsociality. A beetle mom begins by laying a cluster of eggs, typically on the underside of a
leaf, at a very specific time of year: the rainy season. This ensures the young will have
plenty of food when they hatch. When they do, she guards them fiercely, guiding them
around as a herd to prime feeding locations.
During all this time – from the moment she lays the eggs until the larvae have transformed
into adults – she’s so preoccupied she doesn’t feed a bit. For as long as two months. “So
they feed together, and she's with them all the time making sure that none of the larvae
walk away or get lost,” says Caroline Chaboo, a biologist at the University of Kansas.
“She's really a helicopter mom, constantly around them making sure that they stay
together.” Of particular concern are predatory wasps that swoop in and nab the young.
Mom is one hell of a scrapper, though, and if she’s knocked off a tree in a tussle she’ll
inevitably make her way back to the larvae (unlike regular tortoises, tortoise beetles can
indeed fly).
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So, the shit shields. They're all built on top of a structure called the anal fork that the larva
can manipulate to reach any part of its body. Poke one on its left side, and it’ll give you a
targeted smack right there. Or sometimes, the shield can be so big that the beetle is
restricted to just flipping it up and down. Much of the structure is in fact old exoskeletons,
which the beetle sheds and forces to the back of its body – exoskeletons that Chaboo
suspects could sequester toxins, making the shield that much more effective.
So how can the larva so deftly crap all over itself? “This part is quite hilarious because
their anus is this long tube that is extremely flexible and manoeuvrable,” Chaboo says. “So
it can extend and deposit the faeces exactly where they want to place it.”
What you end up with is a noxious weapon that the beetle can use either like a shield or a
sword. And as a united brood, their effect is pretty damn intimidating. When threatened,
even by something as simple as a scientist’s shadow passing over them, the larvae form
up into a circle, pointing their butts and shields outward, as their mother charges around
the perimeter. It’s just like buffalo circling around their babies with their business end
facing out, only the beetles are wielding doo-doo instead of horns.

“This is just basic neurobiology,” says Chaboo. “It's crazy. The investment is what stuns
me, is that the female is there guarding this brood for two to three weeks and putting her
life on the line. And the assault on the brood is never-ending, it's just a constantly vigilant
mother who can protect her brood to adulthood.”
When the young make it to adulthood and finally part ways, they’ll ditch the shit shield in
favour of more civilised garb. As an adult, the edges of their exoskeletons are actually
clear, and their shape allows them to hunker down on a leaf or some such without
exposing their legs to nippy predators. And they come in all manner of colours and
iridescence, with males and females sometimes sporting entirely different shades.
Yet not all tortoise beetle males are like the others. Some fellas are shaped more like
females, and Chaboo reckons these guys are sneakers. So instead of competing with
larger rivals, as the big sluggers battle the sneakers slip past them and mate with the
ladies undetected. (This brilliant little evolutionary trick actually happens elsewhere in the
animal kingdom. Some smaller male cuttlefish, for instance, will change their colour and
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posturing to mimic females, then sneak right under big males guarding a harem and have
a romp... sounds like a follow-up article!)
Some species of tortoise beetle can also change their colour on the fly, though this
probably doesn’t have to do with mating, since both sexes can pull it off (if it were just the
males doing it to impress females, it’d be a different story). Their elytra, the wing covers
that make a beetle a beetle, have a very special structure. “Think of a parking garage, with
a roof and a floor and pillars that support the internal structure," says Chaboo. "Fluid flows
within that empty space. We suspect that by controlling the flow of fluid in that space these
beetles can change their colour.”
More research from Chaboo is forthcoming on the exact mechanisms involved, but these
beetles go from a brilliant, shiny gold to a dull brown in milliseconds. That speed might
suggest this is a matter of camouflage. While having all of those highfalutin colours may
make you more attractive to mates, for instance, they also make you more attractive to
predators (alternatively, vibrant hues may serve as a warning that the beetle is toxic).
Being able to put on a new outfit on the fly may be good for protection – when you don’t
have the option of slapping your enemies with your turds anymore.
And so finally, back to those turds, and the tortoise beetle larvae strategy of covering
themselves in them. A classic Principle 25B, Self-Service solution if ever there were one.
From a contradiction solving perspective, the clear aim of the larvae is to improve their
safety and reduce their vulnerability. On the other side of the conflict are multiple stoppers.
In which case, very often the best strategy when using the Contradiction Matrix is to
examine the ‘Inventive Principles that should always be considered for problems where we
wish to improve this parameter’ section. Where, for safety/vulnerability problems, we find
Principles 2, 11, and then 25.
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Short Thort

“If a professional musician in a symphony orchestra is playing Beethoven. But this
particular orchestra have played this particular chestnut so many times, they can play it in
their sleep. Does the genius remain present in the music or not?”
Robert Fripp

“You cannot buy the revolution. You cannot make the revolution. You can only be the
revolution. It is in your spirit, or it is nowhere.”
Ursula K. Le Guin

News
Rethinking Product Development
We are happy to announce that Darrell has been asked to serve as editor for another
IntechOpen book project. This time focusing on ‘Rethinking Product Development’. Right
now it looks like the book will be divided into four topic areas: Customer Insight, Solution
Generation, Execution, and Ecosystem Innovation. The formal request for chapter
submissions will go live next month. In the meantime, here’s a heads-up to let anyone that
might be interested to start thinking about where and how they might want to contribute a
chapter.
Copenhagen
Darrell’s annual trip to teach a weekend of innovation on the DTU EMBA programme has
been confirmed again for this October (21-22). If anyone wants to meet up before or after,
please contact Darrell directly.
IMechE
The Institution have confirmed they will be running our ‘21st Century TRIZ’ one-day public
workshop again in 2023. The dates are 7 February and 19 September. Locations have not
yet been finalised, but if patterns from previous years are repeated, the February session
is likely to be in London and the September session will be in Sheffield.
Online Public Workshops
Speaking of public workshops, following a series of enquiries recently, we’re thinking of
testing the waters again with an online SI Certification Level 1 workshop. The last two
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years of almost constant all-online workshops for in-house clients has allowed us to not
only move the subject forward considerably, but also compensate for the problems of not
being face-to-face sufficiently to create online sessions that in many ways are now better
than face-to-face. Including splitting the day into two four-hour sessions with a day’s gap
between them. Most likely dates: week of 14 November. Send us a note if you think you
might be interested… our promise is that this one will stay public no matter how much
pressure we get to move it inhouse.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Agriculture – Bulletproof Patent Project
Agriculture – ‘Word Speaks A Thousand Pictures’ Marketing Project,
Finance – Future Energy Study
Finance – Patent Analysis Workshops
Defence – ICMM Evaluation
Transport – TRIZ/SI Workshops
Conglomerate – Advanced Design Thinking Coaching Programme
FMCG – TrenDNA/SI Innovation Project
Government – Innovation Accelerator Programme

Copyright Disclaimer: As regular ezine readers will be aware, we often use images obtained from
a broad range of different sources, usually to set them in a different context to the original one –
for example using an image to illustrate a TRIZ/SI learning point. It is our policy to always seek
permission to use such images. We seem, however, to be entering a world in which a small
minority of copyright owners are actively seeking to hide their ownership. We will leave our readers
to speculate on the possible reasons for this. In the meantime, all readers should note that any
images where we have not been able to trace ownership, no copyright infringement is intended,
nor do we claim to own any of such images. For the benefit of any hidden copyright owners that
make themselves known to us, we will be happy to remove said images should they wish. The SI
ezine is a free publication with a purely educational focus. SI does not and will not make money
from any of the images contained within the ezine.
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